
McKesson Reimbursement AdvantageSM  

The MRA program is designed to 
maximize reimbursement dollars 
and save time.

A personal, dedicated advisor

Unmatched in the industry, our MRA 
program provides a dedicated advisor to 
each enrolled pharmacy. MRA members 
outperform others and receive better 
reimbursement as a result of monthly 
coaching with their advisors.

As your pharmacy’s dedicated partner, 
your MRA Advisor:

• Provides a proactive consultation 

• Reviews performance opportunities 

• Offers best practices to limit audit risk 

Our advisors provided support to our 
members through more than 20,000 
phone calls last year.

Reimbursement 
With pre- and post-edits and the Automated Claims 
Resubmission component, the MRA program works in 
conjunction with your business to make sure the money 
you are entitled to is not being left on the table.

Performance
The MRA program offers actionable reports of your 
pharmacy’s EQUIPP™ data and OutcomesMTM support. 
In addition, the enhanced performance reporting 
provides proof of your clinical performance to payers 
and a chance to improve your patients’ health and your 
pharmacy’s business.

Operations
Gain access to audit tools, inventory management 
and GDR audit protection reports to monitor generic 
dispensing and efficiency and help improve your  
bottom line.

We’re here to advocate for your success

We’re providing the solutions and support you need to help 
your pharmacy grow.

• Actionable reporting

• Comprehensive support to enhance performance

• Practical coaching to maximize results

• In-workflow solutions to help improve reimbursement

The MRA program utilizes innovative services that work best for your business:

I don’t always have time to 
check my techs’ work and 
want to make sure they’re 
processing claims correctly. 
Who can help me?
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The enhanced performance support offered through the MRA program can help 
your pharmacy achieve better reimbursement through lower DIRs.

How are you evaluating your 
performance efforts?

The MRA program provides comprehensive resources that allow you to  
achieve lower fees and simplify the management of your business.

Optimize your growth opportunities 

McKesson 
Reimbursement 
Advantage

The industry’s most 
comprehensive 
reimbursement 
optimization package 
for independent and 
community pharmacies. 

Last year, the MRA program saved members an average of $2,420 per 
month in recovered value through actionable payer performance reports 
and by utilizing a suite of claim detail edits.

$2,420/mo
Average savings for members

Pre- and post-editing services

Comprehensive  
monthly reports

Dedicated  
program advisor

Pre- and post-edits  
with AWP 

resubmission

Reimbursement 
solutions

Maximize claim reimbursement,  
minimize claim submission errors.

LEARN MORE

For more information contact  
HMAsales@mckesson.com
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